Homeless People Care Network

What Are its Objectives?
- Accompany homeless people throughout the process of regaining their autonomy
- Share knowledge and experience, and improve the efficacy of the services and resources
- Coordinate bodies to carry out specific projects and promote innovation
- Raise awareness among citizens about the needs of this group of people and about the actions taken

What Actions Has it Taken?
- Census/diagnosis of homeless people (2008)
- 1st XAPSLL Technical Conference, “Mental Health and Homeless People”
- Proposals for improving social and health care for homeless people with mental health problems (2009-2010)
- Monthly data collection (2009)

Who is it Aimed at?
Homeless people in Barcelona

How Many Organizations Take Part in it? 26

Member Organizations:
- ACCEM, Alternatives Motivation and Accompaniment Association (ADAMA), Arrels Foundation, Assis Shelter Centre, Atra Association, Caritas Barcelona Diocese, Community of Sant Egidi, Cooperativa Suara, Dit i Fet, Engrunes Foundation, Futur Foundation, IReS Foundation, L’Heura Open Centre, Liigam Association for Re-education and Social Reinsertion, Mambre Foundation, Prohabitatge Association, Quatre Vents Foundation, Rauxa Association, Red Cross Barcelona, Sant Joan de Déu Hospitalier Order - Social Services, Siervas de la Pasion Congregation, Society of Sant Vicenc de Paüll - Santa Lluisa de Marillac House of Peace and Social Works, Parish of Sant Miguel del Port – Santa Maria de Cervelló, Progress, Yaya Luisa Social Association, Barcelona City Council

How to Get in Contact
C/ València, 344, 5a planta
08009 Barcelona
Tel. 93 413 27 31
e-mail: acordciutadada@bcn.cat
www.bcn.cat/barcelonainclusiva
www.bcn.cat/sensellar

When Was it Created?
November 2005

What Are its Objectives?
- Catalogue of services and resources of XAPSLL (2009-2010)
- 2nd XAPSLL Technical Conference, “Imagine 2015 With Nobody Living on the Street”
- Awareness campaign, “Imagine 2015 With Nobody Living on the Street” (2010-2015)
- Census/diagnosis of homeless people (2011)
- Participation in the flash mob organized by Caritas “We Are All Citizens - No-One Without a Home”
- Awareness-raising campaign, “Barcelona Homeless” (2011)
- Report/analysis of the data obtained in the 2011 census